chap i       THE MAHRATTAS IN GOOZERAT	7
Khan, despairing of being joined by the Mahrattas, left Ahmed-
abad defended by a weak garrison, and retired before the
advanced division of the army of Sur Boolund The Mahrattas
had, howevel, crossed the Myhee, and as they joined him at
Mahmoodabad, he retraced his steps to the capital A party in
the city, favorable to the new governor, having overpowered
his garrison, and foiced them out, Hamed Khan encamped at
the Shahee Bagh on the same day that the advanced guard of
Sur Boolund Khan arrived at Udalej The rebel leader
obtained a victory over this force, which had been pushed too
far in advance, but his advantage was dearly purchased, and
the Mahrattas could not be brought to risk another battle
Hamed Khan became, therefore, a mere plunderer like them-
selves, and though military officers were appomted to the
command of each district, and arrangements made with more
than ordinary vigour by the new governor, Kuntajee and
Peelajee continued to plunder during the remainder of the
season, until at the approach of the rains they took their annual
flight ' A deceitful calm,' says the historian of Muharashtra,
' succeeded ,—the fall of the rain brought back the cheering
' green , and the beautiful province of Goozerat, which, for
 *	hundreds of miles, may vie with the finest parks of the nobles
' of England, was clothed, in all its natural beauties, by rapid
' verdure and luxuriant vegetation    Tranquillity seemed to
' reign, where, a short tune before, nothing was to be seen but
' perpetual skirmishing , murder and robbery in open day ,
 *	caravans pillaged even when strongly escorted, and villages
' burning or deserted 'x
Sur Boolund Khan excited himself to check the incursions
of the Mahrattas, and he repeatedly applied to Court for a
supply of money, the exhausted state of the country under his
care rendering it impossible to raise at first any revenue of
consequence His demands, however, being entirely neglected,
he next endeavoured to conciliate Peelajee and Kuntajee by
grants of cliouth, but this attempt also failed, the Mahratta
leaders collecting all the revenue, but affording no protection
to the country At length Cbornnajee Appa, the brother of the
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